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Nautical charts and sailing directions should be corrected according to Notices to Mariners.
Notices to Mariners are published as separate edition; each NTM Edition has its own ordinalnumber. NTM numeration
is keeping continuously during the calendar year.
Notices to Mariners are issued in order to inform mariners timely about all changes of navigational situation and regime
of navigation.
To update charts and sailing directions mariners are requested to inform State Hydrographic Institution about the following:
1. new detected obstructions like banks, shoals, stones, rocks, volcanic formations, etc.;
2. all divergences between charts, sailing directions and locality;
3. necessity to chart information on conspicuous marks, objects and other information to facilitate position-finding and ensure
safe navigation.
Reporting data about obstructions it is necessary possible clear to Indicate their location.
Referring to publications it is necessary to point out the year of editionand page number. Referring to charts and reporting
geographic coordinates it is obligatory to indicate the number of chart concerned and year of its edition.

INFORMATION TO MARINERS
Objects locations in Notices to Mariners are given in geographical and polar coordinates; longitudes are from
Greenwich. Coordinates for chart correctionare given for largest scale chart.
Directions are real in degrees or bearings.
Directions of leading lines are double: first - from seaward (from front mark to
rear), second - from shore. Directions of lighted sectors limits are given from
light source and measured in degrees clockwise.
Heights are in metres. So, heights of natural objects (mountains, hills. islands, rocks, etc.) and also elevation of aids to
navigation lights are given above thesea level adopted on charts of determined area for heights calculation, andelevation
of structures are given above the ground. If elevation of structure isgiven above the sea level it is specified.
Range of light visibility is given in nautical miles.
Depths are in metres from datum which is adopted on charts of determinedArea as a chart datum.
To obtain charts and sailing directions published by Hydrographic Service of Georgia.
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II. CHART CORRECTION

Georgia, Black sea
33. Chart # GE101;
Georgia, Black sea
Pilots boarding place For vessels which coming from anchorage area is moved to the following
coordinates:
φ=410 40' 01.00'' N
λ=0410 38' 36.00'' E

34. Chart # GE103;
Georgia, Black sea
1. In the Poti Port entrance channel allowable draft of vessels is 10.10 m.
2. Of Poti Port berth, vessels allowable length and draft is:
Berth

Length

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12

200 m.
160 m
215 m.
154 m
173 m
220 m.
210 m.
220 m.
220 m.
264 m.
71 m.
250 m.

#13
#14

97 m.
250 m.

#15

155 m.

Draft

10.00 m
9.00 m.
7.20 m.
7.50 m.
6.50 m.
6.00 m.
8.20 m.
9.50 m.
7.70 m.
7.60 m.
8.00 m. (for lying only port fleet)
5.00 m. (At profiles 30-70)
5.70 m. At profiles 70-120)
6.50 m. . (At profiles 120-260)
6.00 m.
8.50 m. (For vsl’s loa=170)
8.20 m. (For vsl’s loa=170-200m)
7.50 m. (For vsl’s loa =125m. Port side
alongside)

35. Georgia, Black sea

To the north from Batumi Port, on the port side of river “Koroli” and nearby territory going marine
engineering works.
Please be careful and keep attention!

36. Georgia, Black sea
From the confluence of river “Enguri” to the confluence of River “Tikori” until the 3m depth line,
going shore protection hydro construction (stones) sinking. Most of Hydro construction is non-visible.
Please be careful and keep attention!

III. CHANGES OF NAVIGATIONAL SITUATION IN GEORGIAN TERRITORIAL WATER

IV. Correction to chart catalogue and books

V. Correction to sailing directions

